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of European and Asian emigration on the American mathematical community. Reinhard
Siegmund-Schultze’s study takes a giant first step toward a broad cultural study of this
kind by shedding considerable light on the varied situations and experiences of a significant
portion of those who joined the American mathematical community during these tumultuous
years. It will surely serve as a standard reference for this important chapter of 20th-century
mathematics far into the next century.
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With this monograph on Johannes Faulhaber, Ivo Schneider has given a complete his-
torical account of the life, works, and environment of an author more often mentioned
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than studied. Johannes Faulhaber, Rechenmeister in Ulm, was a very active mathemati-
cian and the author of many works in the various mathematical disciplines of the time:
algebra, logarithms, arithmetic, numerology, mathematical instruments, fortifications, ac-
counting, perspective, and astronomy. Ivo Schneider has relied here on two types of sources:
Faulhaber’s works, of course—which had hitherto been very little analyzed—and the cor-
respondence between Faulhaber and many important people of his time, such as Landgrave
Philipp of Hessen–Butzbach, Ludolph van Ceulen, Wilhelm Schickard, Michael Maestlin,
and Johannes Kepler.
Furthermore, Ivo Schneider has worked extensively on the correspondence of another
Rechenmeister, in Nu¨rnberg this time, Sebastian Kurz, which has proved to be very informa-
tive about the Rechenmeister situation and more particularly the flourishing book market.
Faulhaber’s own experience in this area involved exchanges and priority conflicts with the
Rechenmeister Peter Roth. Thus, the relationship between the status of the Rechenmeister
and the printing press takes a central place in the book.
Within this general context, the author also reopens the file of the famous Faulhaber
meeting with Rene´ Descartes. Early Descartes biographers have asserted that such an en-
counter indeed took place and that it could explain Descartes’s contacts both with German
algebra and with the Rosicrucian movement. Ivo Schneider proposes an original reading of
this encounter, not in terms of an actual meeting and early intellectual influence, but as a
literary topos, the role of which was to show how this experience meant a new success for
Descartes, while the latter could stress his own personal touch in the algebraic problems
shared with Faulhaber; as in the case of Beeckman, Descartes would have overcome the
teacher. Thus, in particular, Ivo Schneider suggests that we cannot have certitudes about
the historicity of the encounter, but that we have good reasons to believe that its main focus
would not have been algebra, but rather arithmetic. It should be noted at this point that
after the publication of Schneider’s book, Kenneth Manders has brought out new reasons
to believe in the historicity of the encounter (1).
In conclusion, the general thesis of the book is that Faulhaber is a good representative
for the early 17th-century phase of the relationship between mathematical practitioners
and mathematical amateurs and for the background of the developing printing press and
its impact on the public character (versus the private character) of science. Faulhaber, as a
practitioner looking for students, was interested in keeping his discoveries secret outside
his private lessons and in increasing the number of his students while announcing and
publishing only the results that he had discovered, not the methods which led to them.
Descartes, in contrast, was a main promoter of the new standards in mathematics, which
included justification of every result and a commitment to disclose general methods to
self-taught amateurs. While this argument convincingly describes the intentions of the
authors, it is less clear to what extent the readers and users of mathematics would fit into
this polarization. A crucial split, as Ivo Schneider stresses, had been already evident in
the 16th century through language; the vernacular was typical of practical mathematics,
while Latin was typical of erudite mathematics. In the cases in which the mathematics
did not differ substantially, as for Girolamo Cardano and Niccolo` Tartaglia, the language
distinction reflected the social status of the author and the destination of books, in one case for
colleges, in the other for abacus schools. In this later phase, Latin tended to disappear, but the
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standards of the books differed according to the social status of the authors, while the readers
themselves might belong to various social milieux; the most prominent, indeed, combined
college education with private lessons and self-teaching, thus practical with theoretical
mathematics.
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